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NZ health insurance:

Learn how it works







Need help joining?

Ask an expert







Making a claim?

Start your claim







non-PHARMAC cover:

Learn more











Here's why nib is a great choice for you



Your health, your choice

You’ll have more choice about your care. You can also find healthcare providers near you using our Find a Provider directory.








Easy to use and easy to claim

Manage your health cover wherever you are with my nib and the nib app, whether it’s making a claim or contacting us to make a change to your cover.








Support and tools to better manage your health

Eligible members can improve their health through our Health Management Programmes for conditions like joint pain, heart health, or cancer treatment*.








*View how to register and the eligibility criteria of the programmes.





Who can you see for treatment?

You can search our directory to find healthcare providers in your area. Find out if your healthcare provider is part of our First Choice network and whether they can take care of your paperwork, so you can focus on getting well.



Find a Provider
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Manage your health cover easily with our app

Claiming with the nib app is as easy as taking a photo of your treatment receipt. Everyday claims are processed faster when you submit them through the app, so you can get your eligible costs refunded earlier.
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Health and Wellbeing
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nib Workplace Wellbeing Calendar

27 Mar 2024

A thriving workforce isn't just about meeting deadlines and achieving targets; it's about fostering a culture of wellbeing that supports employees in their personal and professional lives. That’s why we’ve put together a handy Wellbeing Calendar to help you take a proactive approach to workplace wellness. 



Read more
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Health Engineer Helen Cross - empowering women with endometriosis  

25 Mar 2024

Through the nib Women’s Wellness programme Helen Cross has helped many women with endometriosis reduce their pain and improve their quality of life. Read all about Helen's endometriosis journey and how the nib Women's Wellness programme can help women with endometriosis.



Read more
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Managing your cover and claims is easy with nib

12 Mar 2024

We want to help make your health journey simple. The nib app makes it easy to connect with nib. Log in and you can request a pre-approval, make a claim, check in on your current claims, ask us questions, view your cover details, update your personal or payment information and even complete your own health check.



Read more
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Get in touch

Contact us


Give us feedback






Stay connected

Facebook

Youtube









Quick links

Special offers
Claiming on your health cover
Claim on your life and living insurance
Claim on your travel cover
Careers
Financial strength and advice
Sitemap
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